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Wisdom Literature in Scripture 

A brief overview 

The meaning of “wisdom” is hard to pin down, not just in our own lives but also in 
scripture. In the several books highlighted below we discover that wisdom lacks a 
precise definition because it covers a wide range of usages and encompasses a variety 
of qualities. Rather than define, these texts reveal the qualities of wisdom: intelligent, 
holy, unique, subtle, flowing, transparent and pure, all powerful, humane, gracious, 
faithful, good, keen - just to name a few. 
 
There were many cultural sources that influenced how wisdom found its way into the 
oral tradition that formed our sacred texts. And from these various foreign sources the 
Jerusalem sages came to think of wisdom not only as a human virtue but also as a 
divine quality. Wisdom’s fundamental questions concern the fairness of life and how to 
negotiate life well. Israelite wisdom probably originated in family, village, and tribal 
settings in which wise people grappled with life’s questions on the basis of experience 
and observation. In addition, many scholars believe that much of the wisdom found in 
the Hebrew Bible were written in urban settings by professional sages who advised 
kings and who educated young people for careers in the court. Like their rural 
predecessors, says scholar Samuel Terrien, these sages sought answers in ordinary 
experience rather than special revelation. 

 

In her book She Who Is, Elizabeth Johnson writes that the female biblical figure, 
wisdom, is the most developed personification of God’s presence and activity in the 
Hebrew Scriptures, much more outlined than Spirit, torah or word. The term is feminine 
as hokmah in Hebrew, Sophia in Greek and sapiential in Latin; all are feminine nouns.  
In the biblical depiction, wisdom is often cast as a sister, mother, female, beloved, chef 
and hostess, preacher, judge, liberator . 

 
From the Hebrew Bible 

1. The Book of Job Written somewhere between the 7th and 4th centuries BCE (BC), 
Job is a mixture of poetry and prose. While most of us use the phrase “the 
patience of Job,” however endurance, persistence and steadfastness are better 
translations. At the heart of Wisdom literature is that the universe is governed by 
order. And God’s response to Job is to shift the discussion from justice to order. 
The call is to see the whole, not just our part. We will fail if we are trying to seek 
order out of chaos. 

 

2. The Book of Psalms Of the 150 psalms, most scholars agree that 1, 34, 37, 49, 
111, and 112 are wisdom psalms. These psalms are less praises to God than 
instructions to those who would be sages.  
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3. Proverbs While often attributed to King Solomon, there is no evidence to support 
this. There are 31 chapters and 91 verses all written in a couplet format. A 
common theme in Proverbs is that there are only two kinds of people: those who 
are wise and those who are fools.  
 

4. Ecclesiastes The name means Gatherer, Preacher or Teacher. Written between 
450-300 BCE (BC) during a period of tremendous economic growth due to the 
introduction of a standard coinage, this book emphasizes that time can’t be 
predicted. There is an order to life, and we can’t affect that order. “For everything 
there is a season and a time and a purpose under heaven” (Eccl 3:14) Wisdom is 
not something you can gain but rather is a way of living in which you must 
engage in the here and now. 
 

5. The Song of Songs or Song of Solomon The book is written to uplift the spirits of 
the Jews living in exile during the Greco-Roman era. Work of an unknown Jewish 
sage, written in Alexandria, Egypt in the last centuries BCE (BC) or first centuries 
CE (AD). This reads as love poetry. 

 
From the Apocrypha (Books included in the Greek and Latin translations of the 
Hebrew Bible but not included in the Hebrew Texts that Judaism considers canon. 
These books are regarded canonical by the Roman Catholic Church and most 
Protestant traditions. 

6. The Wisdom of Solomon was written late BCE (BC) or early 1st century as a 
message of encouragement to the Jews living in the Diaspora. The author, who 
is not King Solomon, portrays wisdom as the guiding force of divine providence, 
saving righteous Israelites. The book affirms the faith of the hearers as they 
strive to adhere to Jewish traditions in changing and difficult circumstances.  
 

7. Ecclesiasticus, or the Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Sirach. Written around 180 BCE 
(BC), it describes the relationship between wisdom and those who love her. 
There is a constant call to learn her ways. Life experiences are explained, such 
as faithful friends are sturdy shelter. The author stresses characteristic wisdom 
teaching: prudent speech, wealth and poverty, honesty, choice of friends. God 
will reward all according to their desserts. There is no afterlife here. Immortality is 
through our children and reputation only. God’s will is known through the Torah. 
Wisdom is equated with Torah.  
 

You will not find Sophia or wisdom mentioned in the New Testament. You will, however, 
find qualities of wisdom: the revelatory nature of the Divine, inspiring justice and 
equality, a universal presence, a renewing spirit, and how to navigate life well. 
 
- The Rev. Patricia Riggins 
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_____________________ 
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